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Abstract
Data collections through mobile sinks conserve the fast depleting battery power of nodes due to transcieving. The movement of the
sink is usually predestined according to the type of monitoring application. However, situations may arise where a node may not be
reached within the time limit incurring starvation or buffer overﬂows that may cause loss of data collected. Our algorithm presents
a mechanism to interrupt the preset path thereby avoiding the buffer overﬂows. We evaluate whether under such situations, the data
communicated by the nodes is energy expensive compared to the sink computing shortest route to the alerting node.
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1. Introduction
The Wireless Sensor Network comprises of two basic elements of interest. The sensor that do the necessary sensing
and transmitting and the sinks that do the necessary aggregation and establish the ﬁnal communication channel to the
base station. Each element has its set of limitations that are subjective to the application they cater to. Not all wireless
sensor applications require mobility in their domain. But for those speciﬁc applications where mobility becomes
a necessary criteria for effective monitoring and detection systems, there are only two possibilities: Sensors being
stationary with one or more sinks moving and collecting data or a ﬁxed sink with sensors moving in and out of range
of the sinks enabling and disabling the effective communication and data gathering. This case has been realized by
implanting sensors on the objects of interest e.g. data mules etc. The drawbacks of most of the existing methods are that
the real-time requirement is not taken into account, and the amount of the exchanged data may be huge which causes
large energy consumption. Also, the network lifetime is directly related to the sensors lifetime and in other words
related to the energy dissipated by the sensor nodes. The consumed energy in sensors includes the energy required for
sensing, receiving, transmitting and processing of data. However, the total consumed energy is usually dominated by
the required energy for data transmission and is hence mostly used for analysis1,2.
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1.1 Motivation
The main aim of a Wireless Sensor Network is to be able to deliver the required functionality with unattended
operation for the longest possible time without sacriﬁcing the major constraints. The requirement of self-powered
nodes forces the WSN to compromise the necessary QOS variable to application domains3. Real time sensor networks
rely on two essential metrics, delay incurred and energy consumed. In scenarios like surveillance system, boiler
monitoring, intrusion detection system, where event reporting is another important aspect, there are insigniﬁcant buffer
overﬂows. However in data gathering scenarios where a schedule based sink traversal is essential; there may arise
situations of sudden ﬂuctuations. These may either be due to sudden buffer overﬂows triggered by frequent anomalies
getting registered by the nodes or an actual event that needs to be communicated. Our proposed Energy Conserving
Scheme efﬁciently and effectively suggests an energy efﬁcient solution to encounter such situations. Absence of such
mechanisms could lead to a catastrophe or an irrecoverable loss of data. Buffer overﬂow problems have been addressed
in literature scarcely. Thus, it becomes imperative to provide proﬁcient mechanisms to handle such problems. Proposed
algorithm ECS is one of such kind.
2. Related Work
Sink mobility can be seen as controllable or uncontrollable. To maximize energy savings for sensors direct contact
data collection is the best. In an uncontrolled motion, the sinks visit all the data sources and obtain data directly from
them. This method completely eliminates the message relay overhead and delay for slow moving sinks. Uncontrollable
sink movement may also balance the energy consumption since the role of “hot spots” rotates among the sensors. But
it has a relatively low performance4,5.
In the case of direct data collection sink may minimizes energy consumption among sensors to communicate since
the sensors do not need to forward messages to each other. The main concern in controlled sink movement strategy
is the computation of the best sink trajectory that covers all the data sources and minimizes the data collection delay.
These can be solved by TSP or Label covering tours6,7. Moreover to overcome redundancy in the collected data
from near neighbors; researchers also propose solutions based on collecting data from certain selected sensors called
Rendezvous points4. These selected sensors may be the cluster heads, aggregation points similar to a tree based strategy
or simply the sensors nearest to the event.
Rezendezvous based data collection is proposed to achieve a trade-off between energy consumption and time delay.
In a residual energy based strategy, a sink always moves towards the residual energy center of its cluster to balance
energy consumption. Similarly, in an event based strategy, a sink always moves toward the event region, the regionwith
the maximum data ﬂow in its cluster. The objective is to shorten the data transmission path, reduce sensors overhead
of relying message and eventually increase the network lifetime8–10.
Motivated by the ongoing research on the sink mobility our approach works to reduce the energy consumption due
to total amount of data transmitted by individual nodes. We present forth an energy conserving strategy (ECS) that
enables the sensors to communicate using two different frequencies (high, low) and the sink to calculate its path on
the basis of a breadth ﬁrst search (BFS) before moving towards the sensor that sent the alert message.
3. Problem Scenario
For a dense deployment of sensor nodes the data collection in both event driven and data gathering application is
based on the variance in data collected over the periodic monitoring intervals11. Hence it can simply be assumed that
a node collects data at periodic intervals but records data only if there is a ﬂuctuation from the already collected data.
These strategies are done to reduce the burden of the buffer space that may get full faster. In situations where there are
frequent ﬂuctuations in data or sensor records, erratic data in alarm monitoring systems, there needs to be a strategy
to interrupt the normal trajectory of the sink to attend the alerting node. The scenario is depicted in Fig. 1(a) where
the sink moves on the dedicated path. Figure 1(b) shows the recomputed path in order to attend the alerting node.
It is highly probable that if this type of anomaly or event is generated, the neighboring nodes would also collect data.
Hence, while redirecting towards the alerting node, the sink collects data from the nodes that come in its range and
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Fig. 1. (a) Initial trajectory of sink; (b) Updated trajectory of sink.
Fig. 2. (a) Circular deployment; (b) Hexagonal deployment.
also in the vicinity of the node. This would save the starvation in the nodes for the sink as well as maintain uniformity
in the sink route.
4. Network Model
Sensors in the region of interest are deployed uniformly as a square or hexagonal grid arrangement. We adopt two
main strategies for deterministic node deployment as in wireless literatures; namely circular that turns out eventually
to be a square grid with nodes placed at each vertex; and hexagonal arrangement where nodes occupy the center as
shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). It is observed that if coverage is related as a ratio of the area covered to the total area of
interest; the total number of nodes required for 100% coverage is 49 for a square grid deployment while it is 45 nodes
for a hexagonal arrangement for redundant node deployment removing the coverage holes12.
After initial deployment and arrangement of sensor in hexagonal patterns, the distance between sensors becomes
equal. Combining the consecutive sensors’ centers within its range, the network resembles a graph as shown in Fig. 3.
Since we obtain an un-weighted graph, the distance between the consecutive nodes in the graph can best be represented
by number of hops as the distances are equal where BFS or DFS is applied for node traversals. In comparison to Depth
First Search (DFS); Breadth First Search (BFS) deﬁnes shortest path from the root to every other node in the graph
without redundant path13. As the correctness is more, it is optimal and complete.
Now, sink mobility is considered for the scenario aforementioned; namely data collection or event driven. In either
case the sink movement is oriented along the next node destined in its queue or towards the incongruent node. It is
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of sensors in ROI.
assumed that the movement of mobile sink is predictable until an event occurs. We adopt a path ﬁnding algorithm from
sink to sensor and vice versa based on the BFS technique due to construction of an un-weighted graph as shown in
Fig. 3. Our consideration is an event driven scenario, where the mobile sink will disrupt its normal trajectory whenever
an event occurs. Thus, it puts a control on the movement of mobile sink. We assume that sensors broadcast the alert
message only after detecting an anomaly which is either,
• The normal behavior more than threshold value (like temperature, pressure) within its range.
• Buffer overﬂow due to frequent ﬂuctuations in data collected or
• Node unattended due to being the last one on the optimal path undertaken by the sink.
4.1 Assumptions
• Nodes are placed deterministically in hexagonal placement.
• Each static sensor has a unique ID, is location unaware and an equal amount of initial energy.
• Each sensor node can continuously sense and communicate in a ﬁxed range.
• Sensors operate at low frequency with one hop transmission capability to reduce power consumption.
• Sink is placed at center of ROI.
• Sink needs to maintain a table of sensor positions.
• After reaching the alerting node; the sink broadcasts its new location.
• During traversal, sink collects data from each node encountered, as the neighboring nodes would experience
ﬂuctuations similarly for the event occurrence in their vicinity.
• All the sensors undergo an equal amount of energy dissipation except the event occurring sensor.
4.2 Proposed algorithm
4.2.1 Algorithm 1: Energy conserving algorithm (ECS)
This algorithm computes the energy consumption per node; indicative of the total number of events serviced before
ﬁrst node completely depletes its energy rendering the network unconnected.
1. Each node stores its shortest path to the sink during the initial network establishment phase.
2. It computes BFS and creates a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST).
3. Node detecting event generates ‘Alert’ message.
4. Forwards the alert message to sink with following ﬁelds in the packet
i) Source ID
ii) Time of Event Generation
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5. Forwarding nodes append their source id’s to the packet.
6. Sink after reception of packet moves towards the source node using received MST (from alert message).
4.2.2 Algorithm 2: Calculating optimal path ﬁnding using BFS (after an event occurs)
The energy consumption in this case incorporates the energy spent by the alerting node in computing the BFS path
to the sink.
1. Event detecting node generates Alert message which has only two ﬁelds
i) Source ID
ii) Time of event generation
2. Each Neighbour node further broadcasts this alert message in their neighbour set.
3. This process is repeats until Sink receives the alert message
4. On reception of alert message sink computes best path using BFS, in accordance with buffer ﬂow constraint and
traverses the MST generated until it reaches the source node (overﬂow node).
5. During its path traversal it collects data from nodes encountered in its path
5. Energy Computation
Evaluation of the energy dissipation of nodes is based on the radio energy model13,14. Sensors broadcast an alert
message which comprises of only the location of the event and not the data within its range (thereby reducing the
payload of the data). The neighbors who get this information broadcast it again, but before broadcasting, it checks its
timestamp and source id to avoid redundant transmissions. Thus, for every alert broadcast; the decision to forward it
depends on validating whether the source id is different. Hence, generally, at most each sensor will receive an alert
message from six sensors and needs to forward it once. The sink calculates the shortest path to the destination by
using BFS after receiving alert message that includes only the sensor id initiating it. Sink commutes within the sensing
range of the sensor and collects the data. It also collects data from each intermediate node that it encounters within its
range. All the sensors are aware of mobile sink position indirectly because previous alert message source is present
destination of sink and they subsequently update the sink location. The overall energy consumption of nodes follow
algorithm 1.
In contrast an alternative solution given by algorithm 2 is to communicate the alert message via a BFS in the event
of the aforementioned anomalies. Sensors use BFS technique to calculate the shortest path to communicate to the sink
rather than broadcasting. The message comprises of the appended list of node ids traversed. The Sink uses the same
BFS to reach the source node to collect the data. After receiving the data it resends a beacon message of the updated
position to the sensors in the network. Within this path all the sensor lose a unit amount of receiving and transferring
energy. However, for this, every node needs to maintain location information of all other nodes and the sink. This
practically requires more storage space per node and is computationally expensive for the sensors. We compare the
energy consumption for both the ECS algorithm cases under the same set of simulation parameters.
Figure 4(a) depicts the number of iterations and energy dissipation for parameters values, as mentioned in Table 1,
for a simple broadcast from the source node to a ﬁxed sink. It shows all the sensors deplete energy at an approximately
equal time. Except for the source node and the node nearest to the sink which deplete faster, remaining sensors deplete
by an equal amount as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). The topmost line represents the energy dissipated by the alerting node
while the last line in the group towards the origin is indicative of the node delivering the message ﬁnally to the sink;
hence is the one nearest to it.
Table 1. Parameter values8.
Parameters Values
Number of sensors 45
Energy needed to receive alert message 10μJ/packet
Energy needed to transfer alert message 22.5μJ/packet
Initial energy of a sensor node 2 J
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Fig. 4. Number of iterations v/s energy dissipation (a) sensors as a group; (b) individual sensors.
Table 2. Parameter values8.
Parameters Values
Number of sensors 50
Energy needed to receive alert message 10μJ/packet
Energy needed to transfer alert message 22.5μJ/packet
Initial energy of a sensor node 2 J
Iterations 200
Fig. 5. Plot of number of iterations v/s energy dissipation.
5.1 Sink Computing BFS (ECS-algorithm 1)
We simulate the proposed approach for the following set of parameters given in Table 2.
Figure 5 plots the number of iterations against the energy dissipation. With the increase in the number of iterations
the energy dissipation is uniformly increasing. From the ﬁgure we can infer that, all sensors drain energy almost
equally, for all iterations. This is so because the sink does the BFS computation and the nodes need not forward the
data rather a single bit alert message with minimum redundant transmissions.
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Table 3. Parameter values8.
Parameters Values
Number of sensors 50
Energy needed to receive alert message generated by sensor 10μJ/sec
Energy needed to transfer alert message 22.5μJ/sec
Initial energy of a sensor node 2 j
Energy for computational 0.1mJ/sec
Energy needed to receive alert message generated by sink 20μJ/sec
Fig. 6. Plot of number of iterations v/s energy dissipation.
Fig. 7. Plot of number of iterations v/s energy dissipation.
5.2 Source node computing BFS (ECS-algorithm 2)
The evaluation of energy consumption, for the alternative case mentioned ECS-algorithm 2, is simulated for the
same parameters. Here, we need to incorporate an additional computational energy dissipation of 0.1mJ/sec, for the
source sensor. On observing Fig. 6, we see that the energy depletion is more erratic for all the nodes and exceeds the
initial energy, depicting that the nodes have been completely drained of their energy rendering the network unconnected
at the end of 200 iterations.
This non-uniformity, over the same set of events, as shown in Fig. 7, clearly depicts the discrepancy. Hence we
conﬁrm that broadcasting an alert message is advantageous over sending the path information or data to the sink. The
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Fig. 8. Plot of number of iterations v/s energy dissipation for ECS algorithm 1.
Fig. 9. Plot of number of iterations v/s energy dissipation for ECS algorithm 2.
Fig. 10. Plot of sensors v/s energy dissipation.
discrepancy is clear on observing Fig. 8 and 9 show, maximum and minimum energy consumption for the mentioned
scenarios in each iteration. The resultant plot says that the difference between two lines increase gradually in Fig. 9.
The difference in Fig. 10 shows that receiving the beacon signals of sink and computing path by individual sensors is
more energy consuming and hence the network dies faster.
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6. Conclusion
For any deployment, where the sink node is mobile, it can be claimed that, route discovery and route maintenance
must be performed by the sink itself. Experimentally we conﬁrmed that, if deployed nodes, compute route to mobile
sink, there is an uneven energy consumption of sensors throughout the network. We also conﬁrm that broadcasting,
results into better network lifetime, if message alerts are used rather than data is forwarded as packets. While the sink
ﬁnds route to the desired node, energy consumption is uniform for all the sensors. This leads to increased Network
lifetime. ECS is energy optimal algorithm, well suited for practical scenarios, where mobile sink is responsible for
data collection (as information loss due to buffer overﬂow can be minimized). We present preliminary results of our
approach that can be extended for comparisons over other routing algorithms.
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